• Liaison Activity with External Organizations
• Highlights from this Meeting:
• ISO/IEC/JTC1
  • **UPDM 2.1.1** (FDIS 19513): JTC1 Name: "ISO IEC FDIS 19513 - Information technology -- Object Management Group Unified Profile for DoDAF and MODAF (UPDM)"
    • Advanced from last meeting but **STALLED again.** Now at Stage 50 Approval: "Final text received or FDIS registered for formal approval." Must check with ANSI Secretariat for JTC1 on what we can do to advance the process.
  • **SysML 1.4.1** (IS 19514) JTC1 Name: “ISO/IEC IS 19514 - Information technology -- Object Management Group Systems Modeling Language (OMG SysML)
    • **PUBLISHED.** Stage 60.60.
    • Discussed Lifecycle Management at OMG & ISO
Liaison Activity with External Organizations (continued)

- **ISO/IEC/JTC1 (continued)**
  - Automated Function Points (AFP) DIS 19515.
  - Checking with OMG Editor that Explanatory Report & ISO formatted documents have been submitted.

- **NATO Architecture Capabilities Team (ACaT).**
Liaison Activity with External Organizations (continued)

• **ISO Periodic Review.** Standards to be confirmed: CORBA, OCL, ADM/KDM.

• **US DoD Information Technology Standards Registry (DISR).** Letterhead memo for OMG preference that DISR Standard Identifier and Standard Title correspond to OMG Acronym and OMG Title.

• **Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).** Steve McLaird of Staff will ask OMG Space DTF to be named liaison.

• **Tables of Liaison Relationships** published on Liaison AB Subcommittee webpage need revision incl. task force & individual pocs.

• **Gaps in Liaison coverage include NDIA:** Steve MacLaird is still investigating National Defense Industrial Association. Unassigned updates: IEEE & IEEE WG 10; ISO TC 184 SC5. **WINF** (Wireless Innovation Forum)

• **Deliverables since last Meeting:** liaison/2017-06-01: Notes; and liaison/2017-03-02 -This Report.
Liaison Activity with External Organizations (continued)

- At the TC Meeting:
- **Interface Definition Language™ (IDL™) 4.1** ISO [DIS 19516]
- **Char Wales** (MITRE) of MARS requested ISO/IEC/JTC1 standardization of IDL 4.1. Char check that IDL4.1 is final on web (vs beta, in process) and write an explanatory report and coordinate specification text with OMG Editor (Linda Heaton). ISO FDIS number 19516 will be assigned, OMG document with ISO numbers will be amended.